INDUPLAST will recycle plastic material from electrical and
electronic devices out of use
•

A mechanical treatment will be employed in order to sort different plastic
types, without generating emissions or waste.

•

It will be installed in the industrial polygon El Longar (Zalla) and it is foreseen
to be operational by the first trimester of 2023.

Induplast facilities will be dedicated to the treatment of plastics that are recovered
from electrical and electronic equipment out of use to incorporate them back into
the production cycle. The plant will be located in the polygon El Longar, in the
municipality of Zalla, and its implementation will generate ten new job positions.
The waste that Induplast will treat, exclusively plastic, is a non-dangerous waste,
and is, therefore, catalogued that way by all the competent administrations in the
matter. This is a fundamental aspect of the project, which is reinforced by the fact
that the activity does not produce emissions or landfills. The treatment consists on
the application of mechanical processes for the separation of the plastic materials
contained in WEEE, in order to extract and classify the different types of plastic for
its proper reincorporation into the production cycle among different industrial
sectors.
With a global investment of 8 million euros and a treatment capacity of 15,000 tons
of plastic waste per year, the construction of the plant will begin this year and it is
expected to be operational by 2023.
Induplast’s project is part of the general objective of the Indumetal Recycling
companies’ group to promote the circularity of materials as a key strategic factor in
the objectives of sustainable development in all social and economic environments
on the planet.
At the moment, Induplast’s project has the required authorizations for its
development. Specifically, it has the municipal license, as well as the authorization
from the Basque Water Agency (URA) that is necessary to install the activity in the
polygon due to the potential risks of flooding in the area. The commissioning of the
plant will also require the unified environmental authorization granted by the
Basque Government, intended for non-hazardous waste treatment activities.
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